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Abstract: This study analyzes the hydrodynamic performance and application of a pitching float-type
wave energy conversion device under complex sea conditions in the South China Sea. Potential flow
theory and ANSYS-AQWA software are used to establish a method for analyzing hydrodynamic
performance in both time and frequency domains, as well as the various factors that influence
hydrodynamic performance. The frequency domain characteristics of the conversion device
are explored, as well as the time-domain characteristics when exposed to regular and irregular
waves. The results show that the frequency domain of hydrodynamic performance conforms to the
requirements of an offshore mobile platform. A mooring point that is closer to the center of mass leads
to improved stability of the conversion device. The angle arrangement of the anchor-chain mooring
method fully conforms to safety requirements. When the wave direction is 45◦, the conversion
device is highly stressed and its movement is the most strenuous; however, the device can operate
safely and stably under all working conditions. These results provide a significant reference for
expanding the wave-energy capture range and the hydrodynamic performance of floating wave-energy
conversion devices.
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1. Introduction

As fossil energy reserves continue to shrink and environmental problems become more prominent,
countries around the world increasingly favor clean energy sourced from the Earth’s cycles. For example,
the world has generated electric power from wind turbines with uncertainty on airflow control,
most recently, using a classic strategy of Fourier-statistical analysis of hourly data, which guarantees
the continuous operation [1–3]. Furthermore, suitable neural network models were able to perform
predictions [4–6]. Nevertheless, the measurements of climatic variables are fundamental to estimate
the energy generated from airflow on wind turbines. Therefore, to avoid further uncertainty and losses
of the energy generated, a perpetual and periodic energy solution is obtaining electricity from ocean
energy [7–9]. Wave energy results from the pressure of waves on or below the ocean surface [10,11].
The theoretical power generation accessible by this means is approximately 8000 TWh/year, which can
meet at least half of the electricity demand of the world [12]. Wave power generators are an important
component of wave-energy generation systems; therefore, the development of efficient, stable, and
safe wave power generators is key for the effective utilization of wave-energy [13]. The pitching float
wave energy converter is a type of oscillating float wave energy converter, which converts the wave’s
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vertical motion into a rotary motion in the converter, and then drives a generator to generate electricity
via power take-off (PTO) with a single float. Wave energy converters can be divided into several
different types according to their structure, i.e., tapered channel, raft, pendulum, oscillating water
column, and oscillating float [14].

Previous studies have investigated the hydrodynamic performance of various types of wave
generators, and the device performance has been improved, but scholars have also found shortcomings
in the various types of conversion devices. For example, tapered channel conversion devices
require strict terrain conditions and high wave- energy density, which are difficult to achieve.
Raft wave-energy conversion device devices use a large number of consumables, determining the most
appropriate the mooring position is difficult and the devices are vulnerable to damage from impacts [15].
The waves [16,17] and instabilities [18,19] greatly affect pendulum wave energy converters, which is
not conducive to the maintenance of the PTO conversion mechanism [20]. Oscillating water column
wave energy converters [21] are greatly influenced by the terrain, high construction costs, and high
risks [14]. Compared with these conversion devices, oscillating float-type wave energy converters have
a small number of components [22], low cost, high conversion efficiency [23], and strong environmental
adaptability. Although there are problems related to corrosion protection and sealing, these devices
have significant development potential.

Oscillating float-type wave-energy conversion devices can be classified according to the number of
floats into single-float, double-float, and multi-float types. Since 1978, when Budal and Falnes [24] first
proposed the concept of an oscillating float wave-energy conversion device, the single-float wave power
generator has been extensively investigated [25–27]. For example, Ohio State University developed
the L-10, a rising wave power generation unit, and found that this single-float device was susceptible
to tides, with less than satisfactory power generation efficiency [28]. Zhao [29] proposed a new control
strategy for a point absorption wave-energy generator, which exhibited improved power generation
efficiency under the same sea conditions. To reduce tidal impacts, scholars turned to double-float wave
energy converters [30,31]. Amirid et al. [32] conducted a hydrodynamic analysis of deep-sea catamaran
wave energy converters using numerical simulation methods, which showed significant improvements
to wave energy conversion efficiency when exposed to certain conditions. To further improve the
power generation efficiency, multi-float wave power generation arrays were studied next [33–36].
For example, Yang et al. [22] experimentally demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of an array
point raft wave-energy conversion device that integrates multi-point absorption and energy conversion.
These findings led to improvements in power generation efficiency; however, the structure remains
complex and distribution over large areas affects the ecology. Conversely, the pitching float-type
wave-energy conversion device is a float device moored by an anchor chain, which solves the problems
associated with single-float wave power generators, i.e., the effects of tides. The pitching float device
guarantees efficiency and exhibits characteristics that simplify its application over a wider range.

Insufficient attention has been paid to the pitching float wave converter, particularly in irregular
waves. It is still difficult to predict the complex hydrodynamic performance of the pitching float wave
generator. Thus, it is difficult to reasonably determine the structural design according to the wave
parameters of the actual sea area, which has been the main obstruction to extending the application
of the pitching float wave converter. In addition, the pitching float wave converter usually has a
large scale, and thus the research method of experiments, programming, and CFD methods are costly
and time-consuming. Therefore, based on potential flow theory, the ANSYS-AQWA software and its
secondary development, a system dynamics model for the pitch-floating wave energy converter was
constructed, which was economical and time-saving. Frequency domain analysis of various factors is
also performed, such as the response amplitude operator (RAO), radiation damping, wave excitation
force, and additional mass force. The hydrodynamic characteristics in the peak frequency region are
analyzed according to different mooring point positions, wave angles, wave periods, starting and
stopping frequencies, and other factors, for both regular and irregular waves. The results are important
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for improving the wave-energy capture range and hydrodynamic performance of float-type wave
energy converters.

2. Theoretical Considerations

2.1. Converter Dynamics Model

To facilitate this study, it was assumed that the fluid is an ideal incompressible fluid, with no
viscosity or spin. The damping system between the float and pendulum plate (abbreviated as a
PTO system) has a linear output, i.e., the PTO system force is calculated as a linear function of the
relative rotation angle and the relative rotational angular velocity of the float and pendulum. The
mooring point is the center of mass, so that the elastic coefficient is 0 when only the pitch is considered.
Figure 1 shows a dynamic model of a pitch-float wave energy converter [37], where K1 and K2 are both
0 and C2 = CPTO.
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Figure 1. A dynamic model of the pitch-float wave energy converter.

In Figure 1, the coupling motion of the pitching float, I1, and the wave converts the kinetic and
potential energy of the wave into the mechanical energy of the float. The parameters involved in
this process are the inertia, I1, damping, C1, float angle, θ1, relative rotational angle, θ2, between the
oscillating plate and float, and damping CPTO. The built-in oscillating plate I2 and the pitching float I1

convert the mechanical energy of the oscillating plate into the mechanical energy of the float. The main
parameters during the conversion process are the oscillating plate inertia I2, the relative rotational
angle θ2 of the oscillating plate and the float, and damping CPTO.

Figure 2 shows the pitch-float wave energy converter. The energy conversion system can be
divided into three stages. The first stage of the energy conversion system consists of the wave and
the float. The second stage of the energy conversion system is composed of the pitching float and
the pendulum in the float. The third stage of the energy conversion system consists of the pendulum
plate, the gear transmission mechanism and the generator. The pendulum is a conversion component.
The gear transmission system is used for the transmission of mechanical energy of the pendulum and
the regulation of energy conversion. The transmission shaft is supported by the platform. The main
transmission gear is connected with the pendulum. The lower gear is connected to the left generator
when two generators are arranged. The upper gear is connected with the right generator when two
generators are arranged. The generator base is fixed on the inner platform of the float. After analyzing
the influence of the float shape, width, side radius, and centroid position on the hydrodynamic
performance of the float, the specific parameters are chosen as follows: total length, L = 3.0 m, width,
B = 0.9 m, depth, D = 1.6 m, draught, d = 1.0 m, and displacement = 2.0 tons. The bottom edge arc
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radius, R, wide side arc radius, R1, centroid coordinate, and float moment of inertia, I1, are 1.625 m,
2000 m, (0, 0, −0.059 m), and 2036.7 kg/m2, respectively.
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2.2. Frequency Domain Analysis Method

The frequency-domain analysis method and time-domain analysis method are two commonly
used methods for motion analysis of a floating body. Frequency domain analysis is based on linear
theory, in which the force on the floating body is linearly related to the displacement. The key aspect
of the frequency domain analysis method is solving the velocity potential. This analysis method can
easily reveal the influence of system parameters on system performance and further indicate how to
design and calibrate the system.

The ANSYS-AQWA software was used to calculate float hydrodynamics. The AQWA-LINE
module was used to solve the hydrodynamic data for the RAO, wave excitation force, radiation
damping, and additional mass of the float at six degrees of freedom (6DoF). Figure 3a shows the
grid drawn using Ansys-APDL software, where the generated data file is docked with AQWA.
Figure 3b shows the AQWA frequency domain hydrodynamic calculation model.
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If only the motion in the pitch direction is considered, the frequency domain motion for the
float-pitch can be expressed with the following equation:

(I1 + µ55)
..
θ1(t) + λ55

.
θ1(t) + C55θ1(t) = m55 (1)

where I1 is the pitching inertia of the float, µ55 is the additional inertia caused by the pitching of the
float, λ55 is the damping coefficient caused by the pitching of the float, C55 is the static water resilience
coefficient, and m55 is the wave excitation moment generated by the pitching of the float. Subscripts
“1”, “2” and “3” indicate the pitch-float, oscillating plate and oscillating body, respectively.

As the action torque generated by the oscillating body, m3, to mass m2 is equivalent to the float,
m1, the force can be denoted as f 13, which can be expressed with Equation (2):

f13 = C13
( .
θ1(t) −

.
θ3(t)

)
(2)

where C13 is the damping term generated by the oscillating body to the float. the mooring system’s
torque to the float is denoted as M1, which can be expressed with the following equation:

M1 = k′θ1(t) (3)

where k′ is the stiffness factor of the mooring system. If Equations (2) and (3) combine into Equation (1),
Equation (4) can be obtained:

(I1 + µ55)
..
θ1(t) + λ55

.
θ1(t) + C13

( .
θ1(t) −

.
θ3(t)

)
+ C55θ1(t) + k′θ1(t) = m55 (4)

The swing body moment balance equation is defined as follows:

I3
..
θ3(t) = C31

( .
θ3(t) −

.
θ1(t)

)
(5)

where C31 is the damping term produced by the pitch-float on the oscillating body.
Combining Equations (4) and (5), the following relevant equations can be obtained: (I1 + µ55)

..
θ1(t) + λ55

.
θ1(t) + C13

( .
θ1(t) −

.
θ3(t)

)
+ C55θ1(t)θ1(t) + k′θ1(t) = m55

I3
..
θ3(t) = C31

( .
θ3(t) −

.
θ1(t)

) (6)

where
..
θ1 and

..
θ3 are the rotational angular acceleration of the float and oscillating body, respectively,

and
.
θ1 and

.
θ3 are the rotational angular velocity of the float and oscillating body, respectively.

The amplitude response of a float in waves can be expressed with the following equation:

−ω2[M]{ζ} − iω[B]{ζ}+ [K]{ζ} =
{
f
}
−Mgn3 +

{
fe
}

(7)

where [M], [B], and [K] are the mass matrix, damping matrix, and stiffness matrix of the float,
respectively, and {f } and {fe} are the force of the wave on the float and external system on the float,
respectively. Unlike diffraction theory, the F-K hypothesis assumes that when an incident wave affects
the float, there is no disturbance and no alteration of the wave field. Wave excitation due to the float
can be expressed with the following equation:

F = CFK (8)

where C is a diffraction-force coefficient and FK can be derived with the following equation:

FK = ρ
→

V0(
dv
dt

)
a

(9)
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where (dv/dt) is the average acceleration and
→

V0 is the drain volume.
In the potential flow computational software, the fluid viscosity is included in the calculation as

an added damping form:

Added Damping = Ci j = x% ∗ 2[(M + ∆M) ∗K]0.5 (10)

where x is the additional viscous damping percentage, M is the float mass array, ∆M is the additional
float mass array, and K is the float static water stiffness array.

2.3. Time Domain Analysis Method

In practical engineering, a nonlinear relationship between the force and the movement
displacement of the floating body often exists, so it is necessary to consider the time domain
analysis method, establishing the relationship between the force and the movement at every moment.
After calculating the movement of the floating body via the time domain analysis method, the stability,
transient and steady-state performance of the system can be evaluated.

The pitching float wave energy converter has a built-in oscillator. Assuming that the waves travel
in a certain direction, as well as that the float will move with 6DoF when exposed to wave action,
the float will not only be affected by the wave force generated by the incident wave but also by the
damping force generated by the relative motion of the built-in oscillator and float. Based on Coummins
equation, the time domain motion equation for the pitch-float can be expressed as follows:(

Mi j + λi j
) ..
xi j(t) +bi j

.
xi j(t) + C′i j

( .
xi j(t) −

.
x′i j(t)

)
+

(
Ci j + ci j

)
xi j(t)

+
∫ t

0

[
Ki j(t− τ)

] .
xi j(τ)dτ = Fi j(t)

(11)

where xij(t) is the displacement time function of pitch-float motion,
.
xi j(t) is the velocity time function

of pitch-float motion,
.
x′i j(t) is the velocity time function of swing float motion,

..
xi j(t) is the acceleration

time function of pith-float motion, Mij is the mass matrix, Cij is the hydrostatic recovery coefficient
matrix, and the hydroids λij, bij, C’ij, and cij are the momentary response item associated with the
additional mass, damping coefficient between the float and water, damping coefficient between the
oscillator and float, and recovery factor. Furthermore, Kij(t) is a delay function associated with the
shape and time interval of the pitch-float and Fij(t) is the wave force for the t-moment wave that acts
on the pitch-float.

The pitch-float wave energy generator has a built-in oscillating body, assuming that the wave
propagates in a certain direction. The float moves with 6DoF when exposed to wave action.
Figure 4 shows a time domain analysis flowchart. The fluid viscosity was included in the calculation
as an added damping form. The impact of PTO was mainly considered by the secondary development
of AQWA in Fortran language. Then a dynamic link library file was generated. After putting this
dynamic link file into the AQWA file path, it can be called by using the corresponding command during
the calculation. The operational parameters including cable arrangement, wave direction, and wave
period time were also considered in the time domain motion calculation.

The angle arrangement of the anchor chain arrangement form of an angle layout is shown in
Figure 5, with three choices for the mooring point position. The mooring point in Figure 5a is in the
middle line of the float, where the anchor chain line can be approximated through the float ingress.
The mooring point in Figure 5b is at the intersection of the float’s midline and water line. The mooring
point in Figure 5c is at the intersection of the float’s midline and top boundary line of the float.
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In the time-domain analysis, there are two main types of wave parameters: wave direction and
wave model. As the float has approximate x- and y-axis symmetry, the study only considers the impact
of wave directions from 0–90◦ on the motion and safety performance of the float. Thus, wave directions
of 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ were selected.

There are two types of wave models, i.e., regular, and irregular, which are constructed as follows.
The regular wave model uses a micro-amplitude linear Ari wave with a wave profile that can be
expressed with the following equation [38]:

ζ =
H
2

cos(ωt− kXcosθ− kYsinθ+ ε0) (12)

where k and ω conform to the following dispersion equation:

ω2 = gktanh(kh) (13)

where ζ is the wave profile fluctuation function, H is wave height, h is the depth of the water, ω is
the incident wave frequency, ε0 is the initial phase, θ is the wave incident angle, and k is the number
of waves.

The irregular wave model assumes that the regular cell waves are stacked with different
superimposed wavelengths, wave heights, and phases, such that the wave profile can be expressed
with the following equation:

ζ =
N∑

j=1

H j

2
cos(ω jt− k jXcosθ− k jYsinθ+ ε0 j + ε j) (14)
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Each parameter corresponds to the regular wave parameter, such that the incident wave height is
related to the spectrum by the following equation:

H j =
√

2S
(
ω j

)
∆ω (15)

where S(ω) is the spectrum. Based on the general conditions of the South China Sea, we selected the
JONSWAP spectrum [39]:

S(ω) = 155
H2

1/3

T4
1ω

5
exp(
−944
T4

1ω
4
)(3.3)γ and (16)

γ = exp[−
(0.191ωT1 − 1

21/2σ

)
] (17)

where H1/3 is the significant wave high and T1 is the average period. Based on the average wave
operating conditions in the South China Sea, the study set H1/3 to 1.6 m, ω > 5.24/T1, and σ = 0.09.

The actual sea conditions are complex, and the influence of the wave direction, frequency spectrum,
and anchoring methods on power generation device cannot be ignored. Therefore, the study combined
the three mooring methods, three wave directions, and four regular wave cycles to calculate 36
combinations of float time-domain hydrodynamic performance, as well as to obtain a vertical and
horizontal two-way comparison, whose specific combination forms are listed in Appendix A.

2.4. Numerical Model Verification

To verify the accuracy of the numerical model, the simulated data of the RAO-heave were
compared with the results obtained by Liu [40] who compared the RAO-heaves of different bottom
shape floats.

As shown in Figure 6, the variation of the RAO-heave with the angular frequency in this work
agrees well with that of Liu [40]. As the angular frequency increases, the RAO-heave initially increases
then subsequently decreases. The pitching RAO peak of the spherical bottom float is larger than that
of conical bottom float. Therefore, the numerical model developed in this study is adequate to predict
the hydrodynamic characteristics of the pitching float wave energy converter.
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3. Hydrodynamic Device Characteristics

3.1. Analysis of the Hydrodynamic Performance in the Frequency Domain

Hydrodynamic performance is an important index that measures the quality of a wave energy
converter. The frequency domain analysis, based on the design wave energy converter (Figure 2),
uses dynamic linear theory, based on the AQWA software, to calculate the hydrodynamic coefficient of
the float when only considering pitching motion.

3.1.1. Pitching Response RAO

Figure 7a–f show the 6DoF frequency RAO graph for the float. Larger pitching RAO values
resulted in improved vertical rocking performance and more obtained energy, whereas for the other
five degrees of freedom, RAO amplitude was smaller and the device was more stable. Therefore,
the pitching RAO was used as the main object for research and analysis, whereas the RAO of the
other degrees of freedom was used to verify the stability of the float. The much larger pitching RAO
value indicated that the pitching performance of the device was excellent, the pitching motion mostly
absorbed the energy, the peak frequency appeared at approximately 2.5 rad/s, and the maximum RAO
value was 130◦/m. The RAO for rolling, yawing, and swaying motions was all within 1. The pitching
response amplitude peak frequency was approximately 2.5 rad/s, with a maximum of 4 rad/s. According
to the rules published by China Classification Society [41], when the RAO magnitude was less than 5,
with excellent stability. Therefore, the hydrodynamic performance of the device designed in this study
fully conformed to the target requirements.
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3.1.2. Radiation Damping

The radiation damping coefficient is an important index that measures the size of the damping force
in waves affecting the float. As shown in Figure 8, when the wave frequency was zero, the radiation
damping coefficient of the float pitch was also zero. The radiation damping coefficient of the float
tended to first increase then decrease slightly as the frequency increased. When the wave frequency
was 3.5 rad/s, the radiation damping reached its maximum, which was approximately 400 kg/s.
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3.1.3. Wave Motivator

When the pitching float wave power generator was functioning, wave excitation affected the float.
Here, wave excitation is the combined force of the Froude-Krylov and diffraction forces. Considering
that the other five degrees of freedom have little effect on the pitching float device, major consideration
was given to the effect of the pitching load on the float, shown in Figure 9. The wave force in the pitching
direction increased then decreased with increasing frequency, reaching a maximum of approximately
6000 N at a frequency of 2.6 rad/s.
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3.1.4. Additional Mass Force

Additional mass force is an inertial force produced by the float’s pitching motion. Figure 10 shows
the additional mass force characteristic that varies with the frequency. The additional mass force of the
float had the tendency to first increase, then decrease, and finally to stabilize with an increase in the
frequency. The variation range was small, indicating that the additional mass force was more stable
during the float’s pitching movement process.
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3.2. Analysis of the Hydrodynamic Performance in the Time Domain

According to Figure 6, the response peak frequency area of the pitch-float is between 2 and
3 rad/s, such that the study analyzes the motion characteristics and force conditions of the float at the
peak frequency area. With the regular wave action, the wave parameter setting for the calculation of
float hydrodynamic performance is the period (Table 1), the peak wave frequency (2–3 rad/s) of the
regular wave corresponds to a period of 2.5–2.7 s, and 6 s is the average wave cycle of South China
Sea operating conditions, which is used to test the movement state and force condition of the float
under normal operating conditions. During irregular wave conditions, the wave parameter settings to
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calculate float hydrodynamic performance are the wave model and wave frequency range, with the
selected wave frequency range for this study listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Peak frequency zones.

Float Number Regular Wave Period (s) Irregular Wave Period (rad/s)

1 - 1.5–2.5
2 2.5 2.0–2.5
3 2.6 2.5–3.0
4 2.7 2.0–3.0
5 6.0 2.5–4.0

3.2.1. Effect of Mooring Point Position on Float Hydrodynamic Performance

Taking the hydrodynamic calculation results of float Nos. 1, 13, and 25 as examples, the study
analyzed the effect of different mooring point positions on the float’s hydrodynamic performance with
the same wave angle and wave cycle, and the calculation time step of 10,000 s. To show the data clearly,
considering the periodicity and similarity of the curve, the following calculation result is taken from
5000 s to 6000 s.

Figure 11a–f show the 6DoF movement time-history curves for the mooring point at the center of
mass (No. 1), the water line (No. 13), and the vertex (No. 25) for a wave cycle of 2.5 s and a wave angle
of 0◦. Due to limitations associated with the anchor chain and exciting force of the waves, the No. 1
float mooring point was in the core, the pitching movement was relatively large and stable, and the
maximum pitching angle reached 5◦. The pitching was the main energy capture movement, with small
sway, surge, and heave amplitudes. The amplitudes of rolling and yawing movements were very
small and within 0.1◦. For the mooring point along the water line of float No. 13, the pulling force
of the anchor chain produced a torque that affected the float, with a slight increase in the sway but a
non-notable change in the pitching, heaving, and surging motion. There was a large increase in the
rolling and yawing of the float. The mooring point on the vertex of float No. 25, which was unstable
and prone to tipping, was selected. At 5000 s, the overturned float reached a steady state due to the
force of the anchor chains; thus, the rolling movement was large but still recoverable. Due to the float
tipping over, the pitching motion was smaller and the device ceased to store electricity.

In summary, the rolling and yawing movement of the float were greatly affected by an increase in
the distance from the mooring point to the center of mass because the torque formed by the pulling
force of the anchor chain rendered the float increasingly unstable. When the mooring point setting
was at the vertex, the float began to tip. Based on the design requirements, larger pitching responses
are preferable and rest movements should be as small as possible. Compared with float No. 13,
the mooring point in the core of float No. 1 exhibited better stability and pitching performance;
therefore, it is determined as the optimal mooring method.

Figure 12 shows the time-history curves of the tension on the two anchor chains when the mooring
points are at the center of mass (No. 1) and waterline (No. 13) at a wave cycle of 2.5 s and wave angle of
0◦. As shown in Figure 12a,b, the forces of the two anchor chains were essentially identical, due to the
symmetry of both the float and anchor chain arrangement, as well as a positive direction of inflow to
the floats, such that the force of the floats did not favor either side of the anchor chain. The maximum
anchor chain tension was 4065 N, i.e., less than an order of magnitude (105) smaller than the allowed
tension, yielding highly secure performance. The red curve in Figure 11 is the time-history curve of the
tension on the two anchor chains for the No. 13 float, where the mooring point was the water line.
Compared with the force of the anchor chains for the No. 1 float, there was a slight increase in the
amplitude, due to the stability of the No. 13 float, which was inferior to the No. 1 float. This resulted
in an increase in the moment of the rolling and yawing torque, as well as an increase in the tension of
the anchor chain.
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In summary, based on the movement and force of float Nos. 1, 13, and 25, under the conditions
of regular waves and a 0◦ wave angle, the performance is more stable when the mooring point is in
the center of mass of the float. Moreover, the float movement corresponded to the force conditions.
Therefore, the angle arrangement of the anchor chain fully conforms to the float safety requirements.
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3.2.2. Effect of Wave Angle on Hydrodynamic Float Performance

Based on the hydrodynamic performance calculation results of different float mooring positions,
the hydrodynamic performance of the float when exposed to different wave angles was analyzed.
The conditions were identical to the wave cycle, i.e., the same mooring point position and regular wave,
taking, e.g., the hydrodynamic calculation result of the float at wave angles of 0◦ (No. 1), 45◦ (No. 5),
and 90◦ (No. 9).

Figure 13a–f show the 6DoF time-history curves of the float, where the mooring point was at the
center of mass, the waves were regular, the wave cycle was 2.5 s, and the wave angles were 0◦ (No. 1),
45◦ (No. 5), and 90◦ (No. 9). Compared with the calculation results for the No. 1 float, an increase was
observed in the relative energy capture width of float No. 5 due to a change in the wave direction,
as well as a significant increase in the movement amplitude of the 6Dof. Due to the lateral wave force
of the float, there was an increase in the pitching motion amplitude of the float, i.e., up to a maximum
of 34◦. The swaying, rolling, and yawing movement increased substantially, with a maximum swaying
value of 0.6 m and maximum rolling and yawing amplitudes of approximately 40◦. Additionally, due to
restriction of the anchor chains, the swaying and surging movements remained stable. Compared
with the calculation results for float No. 9, the 6DoF motion amplitude of float No. 5 was not notably
different; however, the pitching amplitude of float No. 5 was much larger than that of float No. 9.

In summary, changes in the wave angle resulted in a large change in the 6DoF movement of
the float, where the 45◦ wave movement amplitude of the float was the largest. Thus, anchor-chain
restrictions under different wave angles were appropriate. The pitching amplitude of the float was
small for a 0◦ wave direction, which was due to the minimum width for the relative energy capture
interval of the float, which yielded a small amount of wave energy and a small motion amplitude in
each direction. The capture interval for the 90◦ wave direction was the largest; however, its motion
amplitude was not the highest because the float shape used in this study has not been optimized,
which would greatly improve the safety performance of the float at a 90◦ wave direction.

Figure 14a–b show the time-history curves of the tension on the two anchor chains, with a wave
circle of 2.5 s, wave angle directions at 0◦ (No. 1), 45◦ (No. 5), and 90◦ (No. 9), and the mooring point
at the center of the mass. As the 45◦ wave direction was on the side of the float, the tension of the two
anchor chains was not consistent, i.e., the tension of anchor chain II was generally greater than that of
anchor chain I. The tension on the two anchor chains of float No. 5 was greater than that of float No. 1,
confirming a greater wave force. Compared with the 0◦ and 45◦ wave direction, the 90◦ wave direction
condition yielded a tension gap between the two anchor chains that became wider. The overall tension
in anchor chain II was the largest of the three waves whereas the overall tension in anchor chain I was
the smallest of the three waves, which is consistent with the ideal effect of the designed wave direction.
In all wave directions, the maximum anchor-chain tension was less than 104, which was less than the
allowed tension magnitude (105), indicating excellent safety performance.
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Figure 13. 6DoF time-history motion curves of the float with different wave angles. (Sub-figures:
(a) surge motion curves; (b) roll motion curves; (c) sway motion curves; (d) pitch motion curves; (e)
heave motion curves; (f) yaw motion curves).

In summary, this section revealed the motion and force conditions of float Nos. 1, 5, and 9
under regular wave conditions. When the wave direction was 45◦, the designed float captured a
maximum amount of energy. Under the three wave-direction conditions, the movement of the float
corresponded to the force condition; thus, the anchor-chain angle arrangement fully conformed to the
float safety requirements.
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3.2.3. Effect of Wave Period on Hydrodynamic Float Performance

The hydrodynamic calculation results for float Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 were used to determine the
influence of different wave periods on hydrodynamic float performance at the same mooring point
and wave direction angle.

Figure 15a–f show the 6DoF time-history curves for the float, with the mooring point at the center
of mass, a wave direction angle of 0◦, and a wave period of 2.5 (No. 1), 2.6 (No. 2), 2.7 (No. 3), and 6.0 s
(No. 4). Compared with the calculation results for float No. 1, increases in the wave period resulted in
increases in the amplitude of the 6DoF movement for float No. 2; however, the float remained in an
equilibrium state and exhibited high stability. Float No. 3 exhibited a slight increase in the amplitude
of the 6DoF movement compared to floats Nos. 1 and 2 but also remained in an equilibrium state and
exhibited high stability. However, compared with floats 1, 2, and 3, which approached the peak period
at a wave period of 6 s, float No. 4 exhibited a small amplitude of sway, roll, and yaw movements.
As the wave period became longer, the amplitude-change period of the 6DoF movement of the float
became correspondingly longer. Regarding the pitching motion, there was a relative increase in the
amplitude, as well as a significant increase in the period of the amplitude fluctuation. This was due to
relatively stable float movement, a relatively small float wave force, and a reduced limit for the anchor
chain. When the wave period was 6 s, the force on the float was relatively large compared with the
other three peak periods. under wave action, the float first moved to a certain position, then reached
a steady state under anchor-chain restriction, before finally producing a longitudinal reciprocating
motion, indicating that the float had a large pitching amplitude.

Due to similarity among the hydrodynamic calculation results with similar wave periods, only the
anchor-chain stress for the two types of floats with wave periods of 2.7 s and 6.0 s was compared.
Figure 16a–b show the time-history curves of the tension on the anchor chains when the mooring points
were at the center of mass of floats No. 3 and No. 4 for wave periods of 2.7 s and 6.0 s with a wave
direction angle of 0◦. The maximum anchor-chain tension for the float was within 105 N, which was
not a large difference. This indicates that both floats are under less than the allowable tension (105) by
an order of magnitude, exhibiting excellent safety performance. In summary, wave periods that are
closer to the peak period of the frequency domain response result in a greater force acting on the float
and more intense motion. Under the four wave periods, the pitching generator can operate both safely
and stably with high reliability.
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3.3. Irregular Waves

The study combined three mooring methods, three wave directions, and different frequency
regions of irregular waves to calculate 45 time-domain hydrodynamic performance combinations for
the float, then performed a longitudinal and horizontal two-way comparison. Due to the similarity of
the results, Table 2 lists only selected comparison combinations.

Table 2. Irregular wave combination conditions.

Contrasting Terms Float Number Mooring Point Location Wave Direction (º) Frequency Region of
Irregular Wave (rad/s)

Mooring point 1 Centroid 0◦ 1.5–2.5
Mooring point 16 Waterline 0◦ 1.5–2.5
Mooring point 31 Vertex 0◦ 1.5–2.5
Wave direction 1 Centroid 0◦ 1.5–2.5
Wave direction 16 Centroid 45◦ 1.5–2.5
Wave direction 31 Centroid 90◦ 1.5–2.5

Frequency region 1 Centroid 0◦ 1.5–2.5
Frequency region 2 Centroid 0◦ 2.0–2.5
Frequency region 3 Centroid 0◦ 2.5–3.0
Frequency region 4 Centroid 0◦ 2.0–3.0
Frequency region 5 Centroid 0◦ 2.5–4.0

3.3.1. Effect of Mooring Point Position on Hydrodynamic Float Performance

The hydrodynamic calculation results of floats No. 1, No. 16, and No. 31 were used to analyze
the effects of equal wave direction angle, equal wave period, and different mooring point positions on
the hydrodynamic float performance under irregular wave conditions.

Figure 17a–f show the 6DoF time-history motion curves of the mooring point at the center of
mass (No. 1), the water line (No. 16), and the vertex (No. 31) under irregular wave conditions
(i.e., 1.5–2.5 rad/s) and a wave direction angle of 0◦. In contrast to regular wave conditions, with a
0◦ wave direction angle and the mooring point at the center, the pitching motion amplitude value
for float No. 1 was stable at approximately 2◦, with a maximum amplitude at 5.8◦. The average
surging motion of the float was approximately 13 m, with a maximum of 15.5 m, i.e., within the 20-m
limit of the Sea Mobile Platform Entry Specification. The heaving motion amplitude of the float was
relatively large before stabilization, after which the average drooping displacement of the float was
approximately –0.41 m. The swaying, pitching, rolling, and yawing motion of the floats were relatively
smooth; the rolling amplitude was within 1.5◦ and the yawing amplitude was within 2.5◦. Due to the
change in the mooring point between the anchor chain and float, float No. 16 achieved a stable state
when the pitching angle reached −0.6◦, which yielded a relatively small pitching amplitude compared
to float No. 1. The average pitching amplitude decreased to approximately 8 m with an increase in the
rolling and yawing motion to a maximum yawing amplitude of 6 m. There was little change in the
swaying and heaving motion of the float. Overall, the stability of float No. 16 was slightly worse than
that of float No. 1; therefore, the pitching energy acquisition was also poor. Based on the time-domain
calculation results for irregular waves, the mooring point was set to the vertex position (float No. 31),
which yielded an unstable and tipping float so was no longer considered.

In summary, similar to the results under regular wave conditions, the impact of rolling and yawing
became greater as the mooring point center of mass became increasingly distant. Due to the torque
formed by the pull of the anchor chain, the pitching motion of the float became increasingly unstable,
resulting in tipping of the float when the vertex was used as the mooring point. However, in contrast
to the results for regular wave conditions, the vertical displacement of floats was larger under irregular
wave conditions, i.e., up to 15 m. Thus, based on the design requirements, in addition to the larger pitch,
improved response, and smaller rolling and yawing, the device stability was improved. Moreover,
the stability and pitching performance were better for float No. 1 than for float No. 16, indicating that
float No. 1 is the optimal mooring method.
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Figure 17. 6DoF time-history motion curves of floats at different mooring points. (Sub-figures: (a)
surge motion curves; (b) roll motion curves; (c) sway motion curves; (d) pitch motion curves; (e) heave
motion curves; (f) yaw motion curves).

Figure 18a,b show the two anchor-chain tension time-history curves for floats No. 1 and No. 16
under irregular wave conditions (wave frequency from 1.5–2.5 rad/s and a wave angle of 0◦). The two
anchor chains held approximately the same force, where the maximum anchor-chain tension was less
than 104, i.e., less than the allowed tension by one magnitude (105); therefore, the safety performance
of the mooring was high. In summary, considering the movement and force of floats No. 1, No. 16,
and No. 31, the irregular waves, and the 0◦ wave direction conditions, the center of the float was
selected as the mooring point. This improved the performance stability to superior than that of mooring
points at other positions on the float. The movement of the float corresponded to the force condition
and the angle arrangement of the anchor chain fully conformed to the safety requirements of the float.
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3.3.2. Effect of Wave Angle on Hydrodynamic Float Performance

Based on the influence that the mooring position has on hydrodynamic float performance, we used
the hydrodynamic calculation results for float Nos. 1, 6, and 11 as examples to analyze the effect that
the different wave direction angles have on hydrodynamic float performance for of irregular waves
with the same mooring position and start and end frequency.

Figure 19a–f show the 6DoF time-history curves of the floats with a wave frequency area of
1.5–2.5 rad/s and irregular wave direction angles of 0◦ (No. 1), 45◦ (No. 6), and 90◦ (No. 11), with the
mooring at the center of mass. Compared with the calculation results of float No. 1, float No. 6
exhibited a significant increase in pitching with a change in the wave direction from 0◦ to 45◦, with a
maximum pitching angle of 12◦. There was also a relative increase in the horizontal and oblique capture
energy. Despite the smoothness of the surging and heaving movements, there was a significant increase
in swaying, rolling, and yawing movements. Among these movements, the maximum swaying value
reached 7.8 m, the maximum swaying angle reached 16◦, and the maximum yawing angle reached 14◦.
The influence of lateral wave force (45◦) enhanced the energy capture ability of the float so that the
restriction of the anchor chain maintained stable all-directional motion of the float, indicating excellent
hydrodynamic performance. For a wave direction angle of 90◦, the 6DoF motion of float No. 11 was
less than that of floats No. 1 and No. 6, the pitching amplitude was small, and the energy capture
efficiency was low; therefore, these generator operational conditions should be avoided.

In summary, under irregular wave conditions and a change in the wave angle, the 6DoF movement
changed substantially. The 45◦ wave direction angle yielded the largest float movement amplitude.
The hydrodynamic float performance at different wave angles and the anchor chain limiting effect were
both good. The capture width of the 90◦ wave direction angle was the largest but its motion amplitude
was small; this was due to the influence of the optimized float shape and action of the anchor chain,
which greatly improved the safety performance of the float under a 90◦ wave direction angle.

Figure 20a,b show the time-history curves of the tension between the two anchor chains with
irregular wave angles of 0◦ (No. 1), 45◦ (No. 6), and 90◦ (No. 11), a wave frequency of 1.5–2.5 rad/s,
and the mooring point at the center of mass. Due to the side-effect force of the 45◦ wave on the float, the
tension of the two anchor chains was not consistent. The tension on anchor chain II was also typically
greater than that on anchor chain I. The tension of the two anchor chains was greater for float No. 6
than for float No. 1, confirming a greater wave force. Compared with the 0◦ and 45◦ wave direction,
the 90◦ direction was consistent with the ideal effect of the designed wave direction; thus, the two
anchor chains suffered the least tension and were essentially consistent, and the result corresponds to
the overall force-history graph. The maximum anchor-chain tension was less than 104, i.e., less than
the allowed tension of 105, revealing good safety performance.
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In summary, the movement and force of all analyzed floats were observed under irregular wave
conditions for a wave direction of 45◦ and maximum float energy capture. The angle arrangement
anchor chain fully conforms to the float safety requirements.

3.3.3. Effect of Start and End Frequency on Hydrodynamic Float Performance

The hydrodynamic calculation results of floats No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5 are used to
analyze the effect of different starting and ending frequencies on hydrodynamic float performance for
irregular waves with identical mooring points and wave direction angles. Figure 21a–f show the 6DoF
motion curves for the float with start-end frequencies of 1.5–2.5 rad/s (No. 1), 2.0–2.5 rad/s (No. 2),
2.5–3.0 rad/s (No. 3), 2.0–3.0 rad/s (No. 4), and 2.5–4.0 rad/s (No. 5) for a mooring point at the center of
mass and a wave direction angle of 0◦. Compared with float No. 1, float No. 2 exhibited a reduction in
the 6DoF motion amplitude with a slight reduction in the irregular wave frequency area; however,
the float was essentially consistent with high stability. Compared with floats No. 1 and No. 2, a right
shift of the irregular wave frequency area led to a significant increase in the 6DoF motion amplitude of
float No. 3. Moreover, the maximum pitch angle reached 10◦ and the float exhibited volatile but stable
6DoF movement. The frequency area of float No. 4 was a combination of the frequency regions for
floats No. 2 and No. 3. The 6DoF values for float No. 4 lay approximately between the values of floats
No. 2 and No. 3, the surge movement trend differed from that of floats No. 1–3, which were more
stable, and movement in the other direction was essentially identical. After stabilization, the maximum
pitch angle reached 5◦. Due to the unique results of float No. 4, its total force and anchor-chain force
were analyzed. Similar to the float movement trends for floats No. 1–3, the motion amplitude of float
No. 5 decreased with expansion of the irregular wave frequency area. The floating 6DoF movement
was more volatile yet remained in a stable state, with a maximum pitch angle of 6◦.

In summary, the irregular wave frequency area for the majority of starting and ending frequency
combinations yielded approximately identical movement trends, with relatively large volatility.
Among them, the 6DoF motion was the largest in the most concentrated energy area at 2.5–3.0 rad/s
on float No. 3, which was also closer to the peak frequency. The more concentrated frequency area
resulted in more intense float movement. The wave frequency area was 2.0–3.0 rad/s for float No. 4
and the movement was gentler, especially in the direction of surge movements. Similarly, based on the
calculation results of the different irregular wave frequency regions, the anchor-chain binding was
analyzed for float No. 3 (with the greatest motion response) and float No. 4 because large differences
were observed for the other four floats. Figure 22a,b show the time-history graph of the tension on the
two anchor chains for the mooring points at the center of mass, with different irregular wave frequency
areas. The two anchor chains of float No. 3 exhibited essentially the same force, with a maximum
anchor-chain tension of approximately 12,500 N, and was stable at approximately 9500 N. In general,
the anchor chain tension of float No. 3 and No. 4 was less than an order of magnitude below the
allowable tension (105), demonstrating excellent safety performance.

In summary, the energy was the most concentrated when the irregular wave frequency area
was 2.5–3 rad/s, resulting in the most powerful float and most intense movements. Under the five
irregular wave frequency regions, the pitching generator was shown to operate safely, steadily, and with
high reliability.
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4. Conclusions

A pitching float-type wave power generator has advantages of simple construction, high conversion
efficiency, and a wide frequency response range. In this study, the AQWA software was used to
analyze the frequency- and time-domain hydrodynamic performance of this wave power generator.
The dynamic performance of the device frequency area was verified and the time-domain hydrodynamic
performance of the device was analyzed under conditions of regular and irregular waves, different
mooring modes, different wave direction angles, and different frequency area ranges. The conclusions
of this study are as follows:

(1) The frequency hydrodynamic performance of the designed float conforms to the specifications of
a marine mobile platform, with excellent pitching response performance. It was verified that the
float radiation damping coefficient, additional mass force, and wave excitation yielded optimum
pitching performance.

(2) Under regular wave conditions, mooring point positions that were closer to the center of mass
resulted in better device stability. The angle arrangement of the anchor-chain mooring method
fully conformed to the safety requirements. The 45◦ wave direction angle subjected the unit to
the greatest overall force with the most intense movement. Wave cycles that were closest to the
peak period resulted in a larger overall force on the device and more intense movement, with a
maximum force of 4061.34 N for a wave period of 2.7 s. The device can therefore operate safely,
steadily, and with high reliability under all tested operating conditions.

(3) Under irregular wave conditions, mooring point positions that were closer to the center of mass
also resulted in better device stability. The angle arrangement of the anchor-chain mooring
method fully conformed to the safety requirements. A 45◦ wave direction angle resulted in the
greatest overall force on the unit and the most intense movement. The irregular wave frequency
area at 2.5–3.0 rad/s yielded the most concentrated energy, the most force ingested by the float,
and the most intense movement. The device was deemed to operate safely, steadily, and with
high reliability under all operating conditions.

(4) The superior performance of the pitching float-type wave power generator was verified based on
the frequency and time-domain analysis. These results are significant for the use of wave-energy
generators in the South China Sea and expansion of the wave-energy capture range.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Regular wave conditions.

Float Number Location of Mooring Point Wave Direction (deg) Wave Period (s)

1 centroid 0◦ 2.5
2 centroid 0◦ 2.6
3 centroid 0◦ 2.7
4 centroid 0◦ 6
5 centroid 45◦ 2.5
6 centroid 45◦ 2.6
7 centroid 45◦ 2.7
8 centroid 45◦ 6
9 centroid 90◦ 2.5
10 centroid 90◦ 2.6
11 centroid 90◦ 2.7
12 centroid 90◦ 6
13 waterline 0◦ 2.5
14 waterline 0◦ 2.6
15 waterline 0◦ 2.7
16 waterline 0◦ 6
17 waterline 45◦ 2.5
18 waterline 45◦ 2.6
19 waterline 45◦ 2.7
20 waterline 45◦ 6
21 waterline 90◦ 2.5
22 waterline 90◦ 2.6
23 waterline 90◦ 2.7
24 waterline 90◦ 6
25 vertex 0◦ 2.5
26 vertex 0◦ 2.6
27 vertex 0◦ 2.7
28 vertex 0◦ 6
29 vertex 45◦ 2.5
30 vertex 45◦ 2.6
31 vertex 45◦ 2.7
32 vertex 45◦ 6
33 vertex 90◦ 2.5
34 vertex 90◦ 2.6
35 vertex 90◦ 2.7
36 vertex 90◦ 6
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